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Today

• Assertiveness
• Clashing leadership
• Reflection



1. Respect differences & be inclusive: every 
participant has something to contribute and 
should have a voice; listen and defer judgement; 
respect cultural differences.

2. Leverage expertise: you represent your discipline; 
add expert opinion to the discussion and build on 
others’ contribution with respect. 

3. Communicate: share honest and constructive 
feedback and offer suggestions for improvement.

House rules!



Assertiveness 

In groups discuss and define assertiveness.

Consider both verbal and non verbal behaviours, how 
does an assertive person behave, how do they speak?



Different modes of behaviour

Aggressive = concerned with own needs and wants 
Passive = concerned with needs and wants of others 
Assertive = concern and respect for own needs and 
wants and those of other people



Aggressive mode

• Stand up for ourselves in such 
a way that we violate the 
rights of others
• The implicit goal is to win 

therefore someone else has to 
lose
• Think our opinions and 

feelings are more important 
than those of others

qBlaming
qJudgemental
qOpinions expressed as facts
qPut people down – ‘you’re 

useless’, ‘you’re stupid’ etc.
qGive orders inappropriately
qSarcasm



Passive mode

• Fail to stand up for ourselves 
or do so in a way that others 
can easily disregard
• Express our thoughts, feelings 

and beliefs in an apologetic, 
cautious or self-effacing way
• Fail to express our views or 

feelings altogether, sometimes 
incorrectly perceived as easy 
going

qDon’t say clearly what we 
want or feel

qLong rambling questions and 
statements

qApologetic – overuse of ‘I’m 
sorry, ‘I’m afraid’

qSelf put-downs – ‘I’m useless, 
I’m thick’ etc.

qBlame others but not directly



Assertive mode

• Stand up for ourselves in a 
way that does not violate 
another person’s rights
• Take responsibility for our own 

thoughts, feelings, beliefs and 
behaviours, without imposing 
them on others
• Do not blame others for how 

we feel or what we do, we 
acknowledge our personal 
choice

qState clearly what you want, 
need or feel

qLanguage – brief, clear and to 
the point

qUse ‘I’ statements – I’d like, I 
think, I feel etc

qSay no or I disagree where 
appropriate

qGives feedback – praise or 
constructive criticism



Assertiveness and confidence  



Assertiveness and confidence  



Non verbal signals

Working in groups discuss one mode of behaviour. 
Identify and discuss some of the non verbal signs. 
• Posture
• Gestures
• Facial Expressions
• Eye Contact
• Vocal Pitch



Power and body language 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bddipT96xvw&feature=youtu.be



Practice scenarios

Chose a scenario. Discuss your response & role play with 
a person sitting next to you, practising assertiveness skills 
and techniques. 

Make sure you share constructive feedback with each 
other and offer suggestions for improvement. 
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Personal power and speaking up  

https://www.ted.com/talks/adam_galinsky_how_to_speak_up_for_yourself



Assertiveness and leadership 

Working in pairs reflect on assertiveness and relevant 
personal experiences.

Discuss whether and what you might like to add to 
your leadership toolkit. 



Adaptive leadership 

Adaptive leadership is scary. 

Discuss in groups.



Adaptive leadership 

Being a leader
vs 

Exercising leadership 



Adaptive leadership 

Multiple tensions:
• Pressure to innovate and come up with new ideas
• Requires bahaviour change 
• More uncertainty 
• Need to push power down 
• Redistribute decision making and resources 

allocation
• Managing ‘chaos’
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Clashing leadership 

Personality clash causes organisational conflict or
Personality clash is an affect of organizational culture? 



Clashing leadership 

Two or more people clash or visions, priorities, 
agendas, resources clash? 

Or is it a failure of leadership to get different people to 
work together?

How and what people are rewarded for?



Clashing leadership 

Talk, acknowledge differences, explain viewpoints, find the root cause

Acknowledge effort to communicate and solve the issue

Conflict is organisational, not personal

Adjust your mode of behavior 
Remain calm
Pick your battles

(Re)establish trust and question safety 
Work together more
Coaching
Workshop or Away Day 

(Re)examine norms and values 

Escalate up or let people go (but don’t kill diversity!) 



Clashing leadership 

Working in pairs discuss and develop a method of 
dealing with clashing leadership for your leadership 
toolkit. 



In praise of conflict 

https://www.ted.com/talks/jonathan_marks_in_praise_of_conflict



Reflective exercise
DESCRIPTION

What happened? 

FEELINGS

What were you 
feeling/thinking?

EVALUATION

What was good/bad 
about the experience?

ANALYSIS

What sense can you 
make of the situation?

CONCLUSION

What else could you 
have done?

ACTION PLAN

If it arose again what 
would you do?

Adapted from: "Learning by Doing" by Graham Gibbs. 
Published by Oxford Polytechnic, 1988.
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